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Abstract This paper is a write-up of the ideas that
were presented, developed and discussed at the third
International Workshop on QCD Challenges from pp to
A–A, which took place in August 2019 in Lund, Sweden1 . The goal of the workshop was to focus on some of
the open questions in the field and try to come up with
concrete suggestions for how to make progress on both
the experimental and theoretical sides. The paper gives
a brief introduction to each topic and then summarizes
the primary results.
Keywords QCD · QGP · LHC · small systems · flow ·
jet quenching · hadronization · heavy quarks
The Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) is a phase of
QCD matter at high temperatures in which quarks
and gluons are deconfined. As the temperature of
a
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the phase transition is in a regime where QCD is
non-perturbative, providing quantitative theoretical
calculations of QGP properties in hadronic collisions
is challenging. For this reason, the characterization of
these properties has come mainly from experimental
observations in ultra-relativistic collisions of gold
nuclei at RHIC and lead nuclei at the LHC. Thus,
while the QGP phase has well defined properties in,
for example, lattice QCD, the QGP paradigm used
in the research related to the experiments at RHIC
and LHC is based mainly on the need to provide a
unifying explanation of many physical phenomena,
the most prominent of which include jet quenching,
multi-particle long-range flow correlations, strangeness
”enhancement”, charmonium/bottomonium suppression, open heavy-flavor diffusion and electromagnetic
radiation. In recent years, QGP-like observations have
also appeared to manifest themselves in small sys-
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tems [1]. In particular, significant effects are observed
with increasing multiplicity in these collision systems,
such as stronger long range ∆η correlations, magnitude
and sign of multi-particle flow cumulants which are
consistent with hydrodynamic flow, an enhancement
in strangeness production relative to non-strange
hadrons, elliptic flow of heavy flavor hadrons, and increasing baryon-to-meson ratios at intermediate pT . It
remains an open and important question whether these
observations require a QGP explanation, or can be
described by other physical mechanisms. At the same
time, some of the typical dense QCD medium effects,
e.g., jet-quenching or heavy flavor RAA modification,
have not yet been observed in small collision systems.
Finally, the observation of QGP-like effects in small
systems also provides new input and directions for the
interpretation of the phenomena in large systems.
The goal of the workshop was to discuss five concrete topics:
– Can we get the initial state to reveal itself?
– In what ways are QGP-like effects in small systems
related to each other?
– Is there jet quenching in small systems, and can we
measure and calculate it?
– How does the hadronization process depend on the
properties of the hadronizing system?
– Can heavy quarks unravel common mechanisms in
small and large systems?
Each participant at the workshop was assigned to
a unique topic and prepared a poster related to this
topic. First, the posters were all discussed in a plenary
session. The topical posters were then discussed within
the smaller topical groups with the goal to identify open
questions and concrete ideas for making progress on
each topic. The questions and ideas were then discussed
both within the topical groups, as well as in meetings
between each of the topical groups. Finally, the main
ideas and discussions were summarized in a plenary session. This write-up is based on these final presentations
and has been organized so that each section represents
one topic. The goal has been to present each topic in
a way that it can be read on its own, meaning that
sometimes information is repeated.

of evolution in these collisions.
Small collision systems (pp, p–A) have historically
been used to study initial and final state effects in
“cold” nuclear matter, in order to establish a baseline
for the interpretation of heavy-ion (A–A) results. Comparisons with this baseline have lead to the establishment of “hot” medium effects in A–A collisions, such as
jet quenching [2], quarkonium suppression and regeneration [3], strangeness enhancement [4], and collective
flow [5], all of which together provide strong evidence
for the production of a color deconfined medium, the
QGP.
However, in recent years collective, fluid-like features strikingly similar to those observed in heavy-ion
collisions, such as long-range correlations [6, 7, 8] and
the increase of strange particle yields with charge particle multiplicity [9], have been also observed in small
collisions systems. The question then arises whether
QGP is also created in these small systems or, conversely, whether some alternative mechanism could explain the observations in all systems simultaneously.
For example, theoretical modeling of the initial state
within the Color-Glass Condensate (CGC) / saturation
physics framework [10] and the subsequent space-time
evolution (using kinetic theory [11] or event generators
[12]) has suggested alternative potential descriptions of
collective phenomena in these systems, which do not
require the formation of a strongly coupled, deconfined
plasma which evolves hydrodynamically.
For this reason, a wide variety of different approaches have become available for modeling the stages
of relativistic nuclear collisions, with each approach
offering a unique way of understanding the microscopic properties of these systems. Developing ways
to discriminate between these approaches is clearly of
paramount importance to the task of disentangling the
origins of collectivity in nuclear collisions. In the present
write-up, we consider three distinct approaches which
are frequently discussed in connection with and employed in the modeling of small-system collectivity, and
we propose several promising avenues for discriminating
between them on the basis of theory, phenomenology,
and experiment.
1.1 Microscopic and macroscopic approaches

1 Can we get the initial state to reveal itself ?
In this section, we consider the ways in which the
initial state and subsequent stages of a hadronic
collision may imprint themselves onto final-state
observables, particularly in ways which are relevant to
distinguishing competing models of the different stages

A usual approach for constructing predictions of a given
final state, is to combine an initial state and a final state
calculation. The most common final state calculation is
hydrodynamics [13], which offers an effective description formulating the system’s dynamical and spacetime evolution in terms of relativistic fluid dynamics
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by coarse-graining over microscopic degrees of freedom.
Examples include iEBE-VISHNU [14] and MUSIC [15].
A recent alternative description is offered by string
models including interactions between strings [16], to
allow for a similar spatio-temporal evolution in a microscopic way. The initial state can similarly be constructed using different model assumptions. Simple assumptions in, e.g., Pythia/Angantyr [17, 18] or HIJING
[19] use a smooth distribution of multi-parton interactions (MPIs) in each nucleon. More elaborate frameworks, such as the Mueller dipole formalism [20, 21],
calculate a spatial distribution of gluons in the individual nucleons, and thus includes more fluctuations. A
related framework is that of the CGC [10]. As a framework derived formally as a high-energy effective theory
of QCD, it yields classical field theory equations, renormalization group equations, etc. It is extended by modeling to a finite nucleus in the IPGlasma model [22].
These approaches may be classified according to
whether they are based on microscopic or macroscopic descriptions of the system’s properties, as well
as whether these properties are taken to originate in
the initial or final stages of the collision, as shown in
Tab. 1.
Microscopic

Macroscopic

Initial state

Mueller dipoles,
CGC

CGC+hydro,
QCD kin. theory

Final state

String interactions

Hydrodynamics

Table 1 Classifying initial- and final-state models according to whether they are based on microscopic or macroscopic
descriptions of system properties.

1.2 Discriminators
Our goal here is to identify several opportunities for discriminating between these different frameworks on the
basis of experimental, phenomenological, and theoretical evidence, or some combination thereof. We center
the discussion around observables which we consider to
be especially promising in this regard. In particular, we
consider the value in more careful analyses of multiplicity distributions, flow in small systems, and intensity
interferometry in small systems.
1.2.1 Multiplicity distributions
Fluctuations in the total event-by-event multiplicity are
sensitive in a unique way to both the multiplicity distributions themselves as well as to the jet pedestal (also

called the Underlying Event). Moments of these distributions may therefore provide critical insights into
the microscopic degrees of freedom at play in large and
small collisions, particularly in their ability to constrain
the still poorly understood initial state in pp collisions
and in ultra-central nuclear collisions. Both the scaled
variance hM 2 i/hM i2 and the total charged multiplicity
per participant nucleon, defined by 2hdNch /dηi/hNpart i
as a function of Npart , are excellent candidates for specific quantities for investigating initial state fluctuations. It was observed by ALICE [23], that the charged
multiplicity per participant nucleon shows an ‘uptick’
for limiting (high) values of Npart , breaking participant
scaling. The behavior is reproduced by some, but not
all, models. It would be beneficial to allow for a more
differential study of this effect. To allow such studies,
experimentalists are highly encouraged to publish multiplicity distributions, pT distributions, and their joint
distributions, in the highest-multiplicity collisions. This
will place strong constraints on viable theoretical models of the initial state. To further narrow down the
sources of fluctuations needed to understand breaking
of participant scaling, theorists are similarly encouraged to attempt to reproduce these same experimental
fluctuation studies using as few independent sources of
fluctuations as possible. On both sides, these analyses
should be repeated for longitudinal correlations as a
function of multiplicity and pT (cf. studies of flow-plane
decorrelation), which are sensitive to both the breaking
of boost invariance and the subsequent space-time evolution of the system.
1.2.2 Flow in pp
Current hydrodynamic approaches have difficulty in reproducing the experimentally observed negative sign of
the four-particle flow cumulant c2 {4} in pp collisions
[24], despite the use of a fluctuating initial state characterized by a negative eccentricity 2 {4} [25]. This
suggests the possibility that final-state models (e.g.,
hydrodynamics), which typically generate an approximate v2 {4} ∝ 2 {4} scaling, either fail to describe pp
collisions or fail to exhibit the usual linear-response behavior [26]. Another possibility is that the initial state
geometry of pp collisions is so poorly modeled by existing approaches, that adding a correct response mechanism will fail to reproduce data. Finally, it is also a
possibility that contributions to multi-particle correlations from non-flow sources, in spite of experimental
attempts to suppress such contributions, contaminates
the signal to a degree where a model that does not
correctly add such contributions, will inevitably fail.
Several further questions can as such be addressed by
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the theory community. Most importantly it should be
assessed whether any model for final state response (hydrodynamics, string shoving, etc.) can map a negative
(toy geometry) 2 {4} to a negative c2 {4} using otherwise realistic model values for a pp collision. Furthermore, it should be investigated if and how CGC or interference based calculations [27] can generate a negative
c2 {4} in pp collisions. In the case of CGC, one should
also understand the interplay between initial- and finalstate effects by including the response from the final
state to the 2 {4} generated by a CGC treatment. On
the experimental side, further investigations of quantities like flow fluctuations, also in p–A [28], and symmetric cumulants in pp [29], aim to further constrain
models. To facilitate easier direct comparison between
the often quite involved experimental observables and
theory predictions, the use of collaborative comparison
tools such as Rivet [30] is highly encouraged.

try with multiplicity from that of A–A, and therefore
places non-trivial constraints on models of small-system
collectivity.
Furthermore, while both kT -scaling and the breaking of mT -scaling have been explored and are readily
understood within the context of hydrodynamics, it is
crucial for alternative approaches to reproduce these
signals as well [38]. In hydrodynamic approaches, the
dNch /dη-dependence of the HBT radii reflect features
of the initial state and subsequent space-time evolution [36]. However, some features, such as the strong
hierarchy discussed above, remain not very well understood and constitute an important open challenge to
all leading approaches to modeling collectivity in small
systems.

1.2.3 Intensity interferometry

Here we discuss how observables associated with different phenomena are related, and propose future studies
that would potentially resolve some of the ambiguities
regarding their interpretation.

The Hanbury Brown–Twiss (HBT) radii, Ri2 (i = out,
side, long), derived from two-hadron intensity interferometry [31], probe both the dynamical (momentumspace) and the space-time (coordinate-space) structure
of particle production in nuclear collisions. For this reason, they may also exhibit non-trivial effects of collectivity. Several well-documented features, present in
both data and theoretical analyses, are of note, including a scaling with the transverse pair momentum (kT ),
the breaking of scaling with the transverse pair mass
(mT ), and the dNch /dη-dependence of Ri2 .
Both kT -scaling and the breaking of mT -scaling affect the behavior of the Ri2 at large kT . On the one
hand, kT -scaling implies that the Ri2 should decrease
as 1/kT in the presence of strong, transverse collective
expansion [32, 33, 34]. On the other hand, in the case of
mT -scaling, one expects the Ri2 , obtained in a suitable
coordinate system using different particle species, to exhibit identical mT -dependence in the absence of collective flow, but to shift apart in the presence of fluid-like
expansion [35].
In addition, the HBT radii are naively expected to
1/3
scale linearly with (dNch /dη)
at fixed pair momentum, and this behavior has been observed experimentally in virtually all collision systems from pp to A–
A [36, 37]. However, the slopes exhibit a strong hierarchy (out < side, long) in pp which is observed to a
limited extent in p–A and not at all in A–A, where
the slopes are comparable in magnitude for the three
radii. This slope hierarchy, along with other aspects of
the dNch /dη-dependence of the HBT radii, may reflect
fundamental differences of the evolution of pp geome-

2 In what way are QGP-like effects in small
systems related to each other?

2.1 Anisotropic flow and strangeness enhancement
An enhancement of strange particle yields in heavy-ion
collisions (relative to minimum-bias (MB) pp collisions)
is typically associated with QGP formation. This is due
to the fact that the temperatures required for deconfinement are higher than the mass of the strange quark, allowing equilibration to occur quickly. The damping of
observed anisotropic flow coefficients vn with increasing n in heavy-ion collisions is consistent with viscous
damping in a system expanding hydrodynamically with
a small value of η/s (therefore a small mean free path),
which is also expected for (strongly coupled) deconfined matter. Both of these effects are observed in highmultiplicity pp and p–Pb collisions at the LHC [4, 7, 39,
40].
However, it is critical to address whether these phenomena can emerge from alternative (non-QGP) physical mechanisms, such as in the string picture where
deconfinement is not explicitly assumed [41]. Strings
in this context are phenomenological representations
of the QCD field at large distances. High-multiplicity
events often produce regions of high string density in
the transverse plane. A mechanism has been proposed
where overlapping strings can combine to form “ropes”,
and this leads to an increase in the effective string tension, which enhances the production of strange particles
as a function of multiplicity [42]. Interactions between
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strings push them to lower-density regions — a string
“shoving” mechanism, which can convert the initial spatial anisotropies into final momentum anisotropies in
the distribution of produced particles [16]. Therefore
measurements of kinematic observables like vn might
not be sufficient to identify the nature of the QCD state
in such collisions.
In order to discriminate between the QGP and
string pictures, we propose a number of studies. The
first consists of measurements of two-particle correlations between identified particles in small systems. In
the PYTHIA model, when implementing ropes, the associated correlation functions are different compared to
the case where ropes are not implemented [43]. The
PYTHIA model (without ropes) tends to describe these
measured correlation functions poorly, so if the introduction of ropes improves the agreement with data, it
would add further validation to this implementation of
a string description. Generally, such comparisons also
address how “local” or “global” the production of conserved quantum numbers is, and how this could differ
between the QGP, where conserved numbers can diffuse
in the deconfined state, and the string picture, which
contains no such dynamics (see also the discussion in
Sec. 4.2). The second study we propose involves measurements of higher-harmonic anisotropic flow coefficients in small systems. These have not yet been measured at RHIC or the LHC beyond the 4th order (v4 ).
Viscous hydrodynamics has specific predictions regarding how these coefficients should decrease for η/s values
associated with QGP formation, and comparing these
predictions and those from string shoving to data could
help to discriminate between the two approaches. We
note here that string model predictions of higher harmonics and more differential flow observables are currently underway, and a quantitative prediction is necessary to determine if these observables can distinguish
between the underlying physics of the dynamics in small
systems. Finally, the same data could also be compared
to vn predictions that invoke a parton escape mechanism [44], which would challenge the hydrodynamic
interpretation.
2.2 Radial flow and particle production mechanisms at
intermediate pT
The higher mean pT values in pp and p–Pb collisions
compared to Pb–Pb collisions at the same multiplicities, and the smaller femtoscopic radii in pp and p–Pb
compared to Pb–Pb, indicate a faster collective expansion in the smaller systems. Blast-wave fits to the lightflavor hadron spectra enable a transverse-expansion velocity (βT ) to be extracted [45]. One might wonder

whether the extracted information from the light-flavor
blast-wave fits could be used to “predict” the multiplicity evolution of heavy-flavor hadron spectra (with
charm or bottom quarks) in small systems. If so, this
would further demonstrate that heavier quarks participate in the collective motion of the medium, which is
something that is observed in heavy-ion collisions where
QGP formation is expected. Another issue is the particle production mechanism at intermediate pT , roughly
in the range of 1–10 GeV/c. In heavy-ion collisions, it is
believed that quark coalescence (during the phase transition from a QGP to a hadron gas) may play an important role. It enhances baryon-to-meson ratios, and
leads to a splitting between baryon and meson vn in
this pT region. Predictions invoking quark coalescence
describe the measured identified particle v2 values from
p–Pb collisions rather well in this region [46]. The same
predictions implement contributions from jet fragmentation, which become larger at higher pT , and cause a
turnover in both vn and the baryon-to-meson ratios as
a function of pT . The onset of this turnover may be
sensitive to possible jet-quenching effects in small systems, and other mechanisms such as initial state correlations which also predict a turnover. The study of
these signals in the context of string-based models require further improvements, notably implementation of
non-parallel string interactions.

2.3 Hadron production from hard processes
Jet quenching in heavy-ion collisions leads to a suppression of the production of high-pT particles relative to expectations from a linear superposition of
nucleon–nucleon collisions (MB pp collisions). Such a
suppression is characterized by measurements of RAA .
No such suppression has been observed yet, given current experimental uncertainties, either in MB or in
high-multiplicity p–A collisions relative to pp collisions.
Naively, this is surprising, as the small mean-free-paths
implied by the hydrodynamic description of anisotropic
flow in high-multiplicity p–A collisions suggest that also
high-energy partons interact significantly and lose energy, leading to jet-quenching effects. Clarifying this
situation deserves novel and precise measurements to
experimentally identify possible jet-quenching effects.
A recent model that incorporates both heavy-flavor hydrodynamics and jet quenching attempts to simultaneously describe heavy-flavor v2 and RAA [47]. While this
model has been used to calculate predictions for O–O
and Ar–Ar collisions, no attempt has been made for
p–Pb collisions. Predictions for p–Pb might shed more
light on the level of suppression expected for heavy-
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flavor hadrons, and should also be extended to the lightflavor sector.

2.4 Selection biases in small systems
Selecting events with large multiplicities (relative to
the average multiplicity) in heavy-ion collisions leads
to a selection of events with smaller than average impact parameters. In small systems, it is believed such
selections have less of an influence on selecting geometry, and more of an influence on selecting rare hard
scatterings producing very large number of particles.
A study of near-side peak properties from two-particle
correlations of charged hadrons could explore the role
of hard processes with respect to these biases [48]. At
higher particle pT , this peak is expected to be influenced by jet fragmentation. Experimental results in pp
collisions show that both the amplitude and the width
of the peak are fairly constant with respect to the multiplicity. A complementary study using PYTHIA found
that the average pT of the leading particle in a jet is
also approximately constant with multiplicity [49]. Another source of information is provided by experimental studies of pp events which have a charged particle with pT > 7 GeV/c [50]. Previous theoretical work
indicates such events would have smaller impact parameters (compared to those without such a selection),
and therefore smaller initial-state eccentricities [51].
Naively, this would lead to smaller anisotropic flow coefficients, assuming such flow is generated by a hydrodynamic response to the initial-state geometry. The fact
that no such effect is observed experimentally calls for
events with charged particles that have a higher pT to
be explored in more depth. If the results from additional
studies remain the same, they could prove challenging
to assumptions of smaller impact parameters or hydrodynamic response.

3 Is there jet quenching in small systems, and
can we measure and calculate it?
Jet quenching and collective flow are different manifestations of the same underlying physics, the final-state
reinteraction of the degrees of freedom liberated in a
high-energy collision, though at widely differing momentum scales. Can we relate quantitatively the rescattering effects on a O(100 GeV) component tested in jet
quenching to rescattering effects on a O(1 GeV) component revealed in collective flow? The connection is complex, for instance due to the running of the coupling
and the opening of inelastic channels with increasing
momentum transfer, but its elucidation would provide

a deep understanding of the dynamics of hot QCD matter.
In addition to different characteristic momentum
scales, jet quenching and collective flow also have different characteristic spatial scales, as discussed below.
A valuable tool to explore the connection between jet
quenching and collective flow is therefore to vary the
size of the collision system, by varying the mass of
the nuclear projectiles. A systematic program with this
approach has been undertaken at both RHIC and the
LHC, with particular emphasis on “small” systems in
which one or both of the projectiles is a proton or light
nucleus.
Current collider measurements with pp, p–A, and
light nucleus–A collision systems all exhibit clear phenomena suggestive of the presence of collective flow,
while jet-quenching effects in these systems are smaller
than current measurement uncertainties. In this section
we consider the ways in which QCD collective dynamics might have such a strong pT -scale-dependence that
very large collective flow signals could occur in conjunction with jet-quenching signatures which evade current
measurement limits.
It is the nature of hadronic collisions that an ensemble of events recorded with a MB trigger comprises a
broad spectrum of physics processes, such as momentum transfer between incoming partons, final-state multiplicities, and the like. Just as in A–A collisions, precise measurements of jet quenching and collective flow
in small systems require good control over such event
features, where by “control” we mean a well-justified
and testable connection between experimental observables and theoretical descriptions of the collision. We
label as “Event Activity” (EA) the experimentally accessible observables characterizing an event, such as forward multiplicity or transverse energy, and carry out
jet quenching and collective flow measurements as a
function of EA. The crucial question is then the relationship between measured EA and theoretically accessible quantities such as impact parameter or number
of MPIs. Only by addressing this question for small
systems can we utilize theoretical jet-quenching calculations to assess the expected magnitude of quenching
effects in small systems, and their connection to A–A
measurements.
Moreover, given that the tail is wagging the dog
more easily in the limit of small dogs with big tails, we
need to understand the correlations between high-pT
triggers and low-pT multi-particle production in small
systems, and the extent to which these are driven by
final-state interactions. This study will profit from a
model implementation in which high-pT and low-pT
particle production arise from the same dynamics, so
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that degrees of freedom at some scale need not be labeled “fluid” or “jet”, but are just what they are: degrees of freedom at that scale.
In the following sections we discuss theoretical considerations of “smallness” from the points of view of
kinetic transport and its fluid dynamic limit; a specific measurement of correlations between high-pT trigger and soft multi-particle production in small systems;
and application of the Angantyr model to this measurement. While we focus here on specific examples, we aim
to put them in context with other existing or proposed
approaches and to sketch an approach towards more
general understanding of small systems.

3.1 QCD transport theory
In kinetic-transport theory, high-pT and low-pT particle
production can arise seamlessly from the same dynamics. Also, kinetic transport interpolates seamlessly between free streaming in the smallest and close-to-ideal
fluid dynamics in the largest collision systems. These
two features make kinetic transport of particular interest for a combined understanding of collective flow and
jet quenching in small systems.
Applications of kinetic transport to ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions are as old as applications of fluid
dynamics. In the early 1980’s when Bjorken first studied
boost-invariant fluid dynamics [52], Baym investigated
boost-invariant transport [53]. The 1990s saw the development of the first partonic cascade codes. The phenomenological interest in these codes diminished in the
early 2000’s when it was realized that parton cascades
(with the 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 collision kernels used at the
time) could not account for the observed magnitude of
elliptic flow. Around the same time, in the early 2000’s,
AMY [54] developed in finite-temperature QCD a systematically improvable effective kinetic theory (EKT)
that describes transport of QCD matter with typical
occupancies much smaller than 1/αs and for degrees
of freedom with momenta larger than the in-medium
screening scale. This EKT collision kernel is a sum of an
elastic 2 → 2 contribution and a Landau-PomeranchukMigdal (LPM) 1 → 2 term. It may be regarded as one
limit of the collision kernel used in perturbative descriptions of parton energy loss, and it has been used
in jet-quenching phenomenology (AMY-formalism).
A paradigm shift about the applicability of transport theory to flow phenomena occurred when it was
realized that for the collision kernel of QCD effective
kinetic theory with strong coupling constant of realistic
size, hydrodynamization can occur as fast as in strongly
coupled field theories [55]. Also, multi-stage dynamical

descriptions of heavy-ion collisions that include transport theory, such as AMPT, have been shown to account for flow phenomena. These developments make
it at least conceivable that a unified dynamical understanding of medium-effects in low-pT and high-pT particle production can be based on a transport theory with
a QCD-based collision kernel.
Within such a transport model approach, the question of how large jet-quenching effects are in small systems can be reformulated as a two-step procedure: i)
How significant must the final state interactions be in
the soft sector to account for the observed collective
flow in small systems? ii) How strong must the destructive interference or the scale-dependence of individual interactions for high-pT processes be, such that
jet quenching in small systems could so far evade detection?
The first of these questions can be addressed in simplified kinetic theories in which, e.g., the response of
elliptic flow to a given eccentricity is studied as a function of the opacity parameter, γ̂ (a combination of energy density and transverse extension of the system).
Several studies have established by now that even one
single final-state interaction is efficient in building up
sizeable flow effects, see Fig. 1, and may be sufficient
to account for the observed flow in the smallest collision systems [56, 57, 58, 44, 59]. The question of how jet
quenching fares in the limit of one or a few scatterings
has been long since identified [60], but full model studies are still missing. The work in the present workshop
did not focus on this question. The present subsection
on QCD transport theory is included here to highlight
that the open question of unifying the description of
collectivity and jet quenching across system size is currently addressed by several approaches, including ones
that differ significantly from the one documented in the
remainder of this section.

3.2 Experimental considerations
3.2.1 Jet-quenching observables
Jet quenching arises from the disruption of the jet
shower due to in-medium interactions. This generates
several related effects for measurements of high-pT
hadrons and reconstructed jets:
– “Energy loss”: medium-induced energy transport
out of the acceptance of the observable. For highpT hadrons, “energy loss” corresponds to mediuminduced radiation that depletes the energy of the
(usually leading) shower branch which generates
the hadron. For reconstructed jets it corresponds to
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The observation of jet quenching in small systems
would be a major advance in our understanding of the
formation and evolution of the QGP. As noted above,
the most widely explored signature of jet quenching in
A–A collisions is energy loss, observed through measurements of yield suppression with both inclusive and
coincidence observables. We now consider in turn each
approach to searching for signatures of jet quenching in
small systems.
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Fig. 1 Linear response v2 /2 of elliptic energy flow to eccentricity as a function of opacity γ̂ in a conformal kinetic
theory. One or very few scatterings can build up significant
flow in small systems. Figure taken from Ref. [61].

medium-induced radiation transported outside the
jet cone radius, R;
– Medium-induced modification of jet substructure;
– Medium-induced acoplanarity, or deflection of the
jet centroid.
All three types of effect must occur if any of them
does, since they reflect different aspects of the same underlying physical processes. It is, however, a separate
set of questions which observables are most sensitive
to quenching; what aspects of quenching each are sensitive to; and which observables offer the best control,
both experimentally and theoretically. The answers will
differ depending upon collision system and kinematic
region.
Energy loss manifests itself phenomenologically as a
yield suppression relative to measurements of the same
observable in an unmodified reference system. Energy
loss has been observed and measured extensively in A–
A collisions using both inclusive and coincidence observables, and has been studied theoretically in depth.
Study of jet quenching via substructure modification is a recent development, based on tools adopted
from the high-energy physics community [62]. Initial
measurements indicate a modest medium-induced substructure modification [63, 64], though the experimental
techniques are still under development and the theoretical interpretation of these modifications in terms of
quenching is not yet firmly established.
Medium-induced acoplanarity was the first proposed signature of jet quenching [65, 66] but has
proven challenging to observe experimentally, beyond
the broadening intrinsic to in-vacuo QCD. There are,
however, new experimental and theoretical developments in this area [67, 68, 69].

3.2.2 Inclusive jet measurements in small systems
The most common observable sensitive to energy loss is
RAA , the ratio of the yield measured in a complex collision system in which jet quenching occurs (e.g., central
A–A collisions) to the scaled yield measured in a reference system, usually MB pp collisions. Scaling of the
reference system yield is required to account for the
trivial geometric effect that, in the absence of nuclear
modifications, an A–A collision corresponds to many
independent nucleon–nucleon collisions.
In general, each A–A collision can be characterized
by EA (charged multiplicity, ET , etc.; measured at central or forward rapidities). In Fig. 2, the equivalent
number of nucleon–nucleon collisions (Npart , for “number of participants”) is calculated using Glauber modeling [71], which incorporates the nucleon distribution in
the nucleus and a model of EA production, and generates a correlation between EA and Npart . The fact that
this correlation becomes blurred for decreasing system
size is a fundamental limitation for determining, on an
event-by-event basis, the transverse geometrical extent
of a small collision system.
In addition, in small systems there is a wellestablished correlation between the hard activity in the
central region and the Underlying Event (UE), which
biases EA as an estimator of collision geometry [72, 73].
The various collaborations take different approaches to
mitigate this effect for p–A collisions: ALICE carried
out model studies of the bias for different EA observables and concluded that the forward neutron energy,
measured in a zero-degree calorimeter (ZDC), provides
the least-biased EA metric [70]; PHENIX applies a
correction for the bias based on Monte Carlo calculations [74, 75]; and ATLAS does not correct for the
bias [76].
Figure 3 shows EA-selected measurements of inclusive jet RdAu by PHENIX [75] and RpPb by ATLAS [76].
A strong dependence on EA is observed in both cases,
with significant apparent yield enhancement for low EA
and apparent yield suppression for high EA. In contrast,
the MB distributions in these measurements (i.e., without EA selection) exhibit ratios RdAu and RpPb that are
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Fig. 2 Glauber-based calculations by ALICE of the correlation between forward charged-particle multiplicity (V0 detectors) and Npart for Pb–Pb collisions (top) and p–Pb collisions
(bottom) [70].
Fig. 3 Inclusive jet measurements in EA-selected p/d+A
collisions. Top: RdAu adapted from PHENIX [75]; bottom:
RpPb adapted from ATLAS [76].

consistent with unity. Likewise, ALICE observes inclusive jet RpPb consistent with unity for EA selections
based on forward-neutron ZDC energy [77]. Finally, all
EA-selected measurements of high-pT inclusive hadron
yields have RpA consistent with unity [70, 78, 79, 80].
It is evident that this set of EA-selected inclusiveyield measurements does not give a clear message about
jet quenching in small systems. Several effects can contribute to apparent EA-dependent yield modifications,
specifically initial-state effects and EA bias due to UE
correlations with hard processes, in addition to jet
quenching. Most importantly, EA-dependent inclusiveyield measurements have an irreducible dependence on
Glauber modeling and its limitations in small systems.
Further progress in the search for jet quenching in small
systems requires alternative approaches.

3.2.3 Coincidence jet measurements in small systems
We now consider a coincidence observable that is sensitive to jet quenching but that avoids the need for
Glauber modeling and the assumption that EA in small
systems is correlated with collision geometry. The observable is the semi-inclusive distribution of jets recoiling from a high-pT hadron, for EA-selected p–Pb col√
lisions at sNN = 5.02 TeV [81]. The EA is measured
using forward charged-particle multiplicity in the Pbgoing direction (V0A detector, 2.8 < η < 5.1).
Figure 4, top panel, shows the distribution of EA
in decile bins of the V0A distribution. The blue points
show EA for the MB population, which is trivially uniform in this representation: the decile bin boundaries
as a function of V0A amplitude are chosen precisely
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tio below unity if there are larger jet-quenching effects
in high-EA than low-EA collisions. The measured ratio
is consistent with unity within uncertainties, indicating
no significant jet-quenching effects in this measurement.
The measurement can, however, set a limit on jetquenching effects, in terms of the spectrum shift due
to energy loss. Analysis, which takes into account the
pch
T,jet -dependence of the recoil distribution, gives a
limit of 400 MeV (90% CL) for the population-averaged
medium-induced charged-energy transport outside the
jet cone radius of 0.4 rad, for high-EA relative to lowEA events (red line in figure) [81].
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Fig. 4 Figures from Ref. [81]. Top: EA(V0A) distribution
for the MB population, and event populations biased by
the presence of a high-pT hadron in the central barrel with
6 < pT < 7 GeV/c (TT{6, 7}) and 12 < pT < 50 GeV/c
(TT{12, 50}). Decile bins chosen so the MB distribution is
uniform. Large V0A amplitude (large EA) corresponds to
small V0A percentile. Bottom: Ratio of semi-inclusive recoil
jet yield for high and low EA. Red line is the ratio if the
high-EA distribution would be shifted to lower pch
T,jet due to
pT -independent energy loss of 400 MeV.

so that this distribution is uniform. The red and black
points show the EA (V0A) distribution for events with
a high-pT hadron in the central barrel, which biases
towards large EA. This behavior is consistent with the
well-known growth of the UE for events containing jets,
in this case with the UE measured in the forward direction. We discuss Monte Carlo modeling of this bias
in Sec. 3.3.2.
Figure 4, bottom panel, shows the ratio of semiinclusive recoil jet distributions for high-EA and lowEA event populations (see [81] for a discussion of the
∆recoil observable). Energy loss due to jet quenching
corresponds to a shift of the recoil jet distribution to
lower pch
T,jet , with corresponding suppression of this ra-

In order to identify possible medium-induced jet modifications, it is imperative to carry out thorough event
generator studies to make sure that every aspect of a
measured observable is properly understood. Especially
in small systems where event activity may be poorly
correlated with the spatial extent of the medium in
terms of impact parameter or number of participants
(see, e.g., Fig. 2), it is important to understand possible
biases that result from the selection of events. Ideally
we would want event generators where one could switch
on or off the medium effects, and although there are
several programs available for A–A (see, e.g., Refs. [82,
83]), proper modeling of jets in p–A and pp collisions
is still lacking.
For pp collisions we have general purpose event
generators such as Herwig [84], PYTHIA [85, 17], and
Sherpa [86], which are able to give a good description of
both hard and soft features of events. In PYTHIA2 this
is achieved by a MPI scenario where the UE is treated
in the same way as hard-jet production, i.e., starting
from a soft or semi-hard perturbative scattering and
adding initial- and final-state parton showers. Thus, in
PYTHIA the analogy with the dog and tail we gave
in the introduction breaks down, and we basically have
a snake, where there is no clear separation into head,
body, and tail.
Within PYTHIA there are also (optional) models to
include some collective effects, such as color reconnections [88], rope hadronization [42], and string shoving
[16], introducing some cross-talk between different subscatterings in the MPI model used to describe the UE,
but none of these specifically targets jet-quenching effects. Nevertheless, it has been shown [89] that default
PYTHIA8 (which includes color reconnections, but no
2

There are also similar models available for Herwig and
Sherpa, see, e.g., Ref. [87], but we will here concentrate on
PYTHIA.
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3.3.1 The Angantyr Model
For p–A and A–A collisions there is now an event
generator model implemented in PYTHIA8 called Angantyr [18]. The main ingredients are an advanced
Glauber model inspired by the so-called color fluctuation model [92, 93, 94, 95, 96] and an older generator called DIPSY [97, 98, 99], and the full power of
the PYTHIA8 pp machinery to describe individual
nucleon–nucleon sub-collisions. The sub-collisions are
currently simply stacked together into full p–A or A–A
events using a model, inspired by the Fritiof program
[100] and the MPI model in PYTHIA. In this way it
extrapolates the dynamics of pp collisions to heavy-ion
collisions, in a fairly simple way, without involving any
collective effects between the sub-collisions. Nevertheless it is able to describe very well the measured rapidity
distribution of charged particles in p–A with very few
tunable parameters [18], which then extrapolates to a
very reasonable description of multiplicity distributions
in A–A [18, 23] without any further tuning.
Work has started to implement collective effects in
Angantyr, but even without these the program can still
be used to understand measurements. As an example it
is shown in Ref. [18] that a non-zero v2 is obtained in
Angantyr, which then can be used to understand noncollective contributions to such an observable.
3.3.2 Trigger bias calculations
During this workshop a number of p–A runs were made
with Angantyr to try to shed light on the observed
trigger-bias effect shown in Fig. 4. The results of the
generator studies are presented in Fig. 5, and the bias
found in data is very well reproduced by the generator
results.
It is then possible to go into the underlying machinery of the generator and give more support to
the statement that the bias for a 12–50 GeV/c trigger
hadron does not increase compared to a lower pT trigger of 6–7 GeV/c. As an example we can inspect the

p-Pb
probability density

other collective effects) fairly well reproduces an observed effect that naively would have been interpreted
as enhanced jet quenching in high-multiplicity pp jet
events. Although the reason for this unexpected result
is still not fully understood, it underlines the importance of event generators to help the interpretation of
a given observable but also highlights the care with
which these results have to be interpreted. On a similar note, recent studies of very high-multiplicity events
in PYTHIA has found jet-quenching-like features that
should be further investigated [90, 91].
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Fig. 5 Trigger bias in p-Pb from Angantyr vs. ALICE [81]
(cf. Fig. 4, top panel).

model’s impact-parameter distribution in a given centrality decile. This is shown in Fig. 6 where we first of
all see the fairly poor correlation between the centrality
measure used and the impact parameter. This comes as
no surprise considering what we already saw in Fig. 2,
and it becomes clear that the centrality measure is very
sensitive to fluctuations in the final state. But we also
see in the figure that the impact parameter distribution
shows no significant sign of dependence on the trigger,
indicating that the bias mainly comes from final-state
fluctuations in the MPI generation rather than from the
physical centrality of the collision.
4 How does the hadronization process depend
on the properties of the hadronizing system?
For pp collisions, the general expectation has been
that the hadronizing partons mainly reflect the initial partonic scatterings (including initial- and finalstate radiation), with little or no additional final-state
interactions before hadronization. Conversely, ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions are expected to produce
a QGP in which quarks and gluons are deconfined, close
to thermal equilibrium, and strongly interacting with
each other up to the time of hadronization.
The observation of QGP-like effects in small systems
presents two exciting opportunities: As hadronization
models are challenged and new data become available,
a great deal could be learned about the hadronization
process itself, with profound connections to QCD confinement. On the other hand, as our understanding of
hadronization grows we might be able to peel back this
layer to learn about partons and their dynamics prior
to hadronization.
A key idea that we focus on in the following is that in
the string picture of hadronization [101], quantum numbers of produced hadrons are conserved locally. On the
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other hand, in a deconfined medium, or more generally
a reservoir of partons, as implied by particle production
in the grand-canonical limit, quantum numbers are not
expected to be conserved locally. One would then rather
describe hadrons by thermal models or by recombination of existing partons, at least some of which can come
from the reservoir [102]. This idea will be discussed in
the following two sections, which summarize the main
outcomes of our discussions. A second focus point of the
discussion is related to the space-time structure of jets
and hadronization. This topic will be briefly elucidated
in Sec. 4.3.

4.1 Identified particle yield measurements
The φ meson is an interesting case when comparing
string models and thermal models. In the string models, the production of a φ meson requires two ss̄-string
breakings and is therefore doubly suppressed. On the
other hand, in basic thermal models it is treated as
a non-strange particle and the production is entirely
driven by its mass.
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u

Fig. 8 Illustration of Ξ production (top) in the standard
Lund string framework, requiring diquark–anti-diquark pair
production and (bottom) in a picture in which junctions are
allowed to form.
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A crucial point to realize is that once a φ meson
has been produced by a long string, the production of
a second φ meson next to it only requires one more ss̄string breaking, as illustrated in Fig. 7. This means that
for a single long string, the string model would predict
the following probabilities
2
P (φ) ∝ Pss̄

3
and P (2φ) ∝ Pss̄

→ P (2φ)  P (φ)2 . (1)

It is worth pointing out here that this kind of advanced
strangeness flow in strings was part of the validation
of the string model using particle production in singlediffractive events [103].
The same kind of argument is true also for multistrange baryons. In this case, as illustrated in Fig. 8,
one must have a diquark–anti-diquark string breaking.
In the case of a sss̄s̄ breaking it is clear that one is very
likely to produce Ξ − and Ξ + together.
For MPIs, which can lead to event-to-event variations in the number of strings, the combinatorics is
more complicated but the basic idea holds and detailed
calculations can be made using event generators. One
can use correlations, discussed in the next subsection,
to separate correlated (same string) and uncorrelated
(different string) production.
Finally, we want to add that the arguments presented here are also expected to apply for rope models [42]. For ropes, the probability to have ss̄ and sss̄s̄
breakings is enhanced but the local quantum-number
conservation effects are the same as for strings.

ALI-SIMUL-327585

4.2 Correlation measurements
In this section we will refine some of the arguments of
the previous subsection. The idea is that since strangeness is conserved by the strong interaction, one can
to some degree recover the anti-strangeness associated
with strangeness production using correlation measurements3 . Correlations of the Ξ − (ssd) with other
hadrons are one example, explored in string fragmentation in Fig. 8. Looking at the top of the figure, it is
clear that one needs to have at least one s quark in
the diquark, so that the anti-baryon will have to be
anti-strange. This means that if string or rope models
are correct, then one should find that there are strong
Ξ − –Λ̄ correlations and weak/vanishing Ξ − –p̄ correlations. One can subtract the combinatorial correlations
from these by subtracting the same-quantum-number
correlations (Ξ − –Λ and Ξ − –p).
3

Because of weak decays of, for example, K0S , strangeness is
not fully conserved in the final state.

ALI-SIMUL-327595

Fig. 9 Simulated Ξ–π correlation (top) and Ξ–K correlations (bottom). The upper panels show the correlations for
opposite- (OS) and same-sign (SS) quantum numbers (charge
top and strangeness bottom). The lower panel shows the difference (OS-SS), which is expected to measure the correlated
production. The model calculations are PYTHIA8 in blue [17,
85], EPOS-LHC in red [104], and a special PYTHIA8 baryon
junction tune in green [105]. Copyright CERN, reused with
permission.
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In PYTHIA, an important component in the phenomenological modeling is color reconnection, where
several schemes have recently been explored [106]. One
of the schemes that can give quite different correlations
is the baryon junction scheme [105] illustrated in the
bottom plot of Fig. 8. In the baryon junction scheme
there is no longer a ”requirement” that the associated
anti-baryon of a Ξ − is anti-strange. In that case, one
will also produce substantially fewer pairs of Ξ − and
Ξ + . The important point to stress here is that there
are clear strangeness-production fingerprints in microscopic models, which can be tested by measuring such
correlations.
At the recent Quark Matter 2019 conference,
ALICE has presented the first preliminary measurements of Ξ–π and Ξ–K correlations. As these results
are preliminary only we show here the simulation results (cf. Fig. 9; upper and lower panel, respectively).
The simulation results are shown for PYTHIA8 [17,
85] and EPOS-LHC [104], which have very different
production mechanisms for multi-strange baryons, and
also for the baryon junction scheme discussed above. In
PYTHIA, multistrange baryons are produced by string
breakings, while in EPOS-LHC they mainly originate
from a QGP-like core. If one focuses on the bottom panels, one observes that all three calculations have different predictions for the pion and kaon yields associated
with the production of a Ξ baryon. The simulation results demonstrate the potential of future measurements
and also highlights the care with which these correlations will have to be modeled.
4.3 Spacetime structure of jets
Jets present complementary opportunities to study
QCD in general and hadronization in particular. Highmomentum probes and jets have been studied over the
past two decades as probes of QGP. New analyses of
e+ e− data [107], e.g., using modern jet substructure
techniques, can also be used to constrain hadronization
models.
One novel challenge of modeling jets is the role of
the space-time structure of a jet and its relation to
the space-time structure of the underlying medium in
nuclear collisions. Modern analysis techniques like reclustering of jets and Lund plane analyses can provide
glimpses of the splitting history of jet showers. Theoretical tools can further map these onto a space-time
picture. Hadronization in A–A collisions is modified,
as typically only part of the jet hadronizes similar to
vacuum jets, while the remaining part is immersed in
the QGP, see Fig. 10. This is a challenge to hadronization models. Strings attached to shower partons might

Shower in vacuum …
QGP
T > Tc

T ~ Tc

Hadrons
T < Tc

…and medium
Fig. 10 Cartoon of a parton shower creating a jet in vacuum (top) and in a deconfined medium (bottom). Green dots
represent partons that hadronize. In the medium, partons associated with the jet shower have to propagate to the T = Tc
hypersurface before hadronizing.

reconnect or terminate with thermal partons. Recombination models have been developed to model hadronization with both shower and thermal partons as input [108, 109].
Space-time pictures need to be implemented into
improved shower Monte Carlo and hadronization models in the future. New precise jet substructure analyses
in pp, p–A,and A–A, together with a reanalysis of e+ e−
data, will be able to provide important new constraints
on hadronization models. Studies of high-momentum
hadrons and jets in small systems as a function of multiplicity or event activity can be particularly illuminating.
4.4 Summary
Flavor correlations between hadrons seem to provide
unique fingerprints to discriminate between string and
rope models, on the one hand, and thermal models and
recombination, on the other. We add two additional
remarks.
– ALICE results suggest that strangeness production
shows a very strong dependence on multiplicity [4].
Therefore it is critical to vary the multiplicity to test
if the strangeness production mechanism changes
as the strangeness is enhanced (or suppression is
lifted).
– Correlation measurements of φ, Ξ and Ω hadrons
are extremely statistics hungry and therefore Run 3
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and 4 at LHC are perfect opportunities for ALICE
to study them.
The statistical thermal model does not a priori give
predictions for these correlations (although the notion
of a correlation volume in the canonical ensemble can
be introduced [110]). The non-locality of quantum number conservation seems a natural requirement for a deconfined and thermalized QGP medium. We encourage
further theoretical work into the microscopic underpinning of these models.
In the jet sector, substructure observables, as well
as the dependence of observables on system size and
event multiplicity, will lead to challenges to existing
hadronization models. Proper modeling of space-time
properties will become increasingly important.

5 Can heavy quarks unravel common
mechanisms in small and large systems?

QGP and/or at the hadronization transition. In A–A
collisions, the spectra [119, 120] and elliptic flow [121,
122] of HF particles (D mesons and semileptonic decay
leptons, and also charmonia) have shown remarkable
evidence for collectivity via the patterns in their nuclear
modification factor (RAA ) and their large elliptic flow
(v2 ), providing direct evidence for a strong coupling to
the QGP; however, a considerable elliptic flow for these
particles has been observed as well in high-multiplicity
p–Pb collisions [123, 124], even though the QGP fireball,
if any, is much smaller and shorter lived; furthermore,
the pertinent RAA shows only little modifications beyond cold-nuclear-matter (CNM) effects [125], except
for the ψ(2S) [126]. In the following, we will report on
recent discussions and insights on these issues, specifically for the kinetics (Sec. 5.1) and hadro-chemistry
(Sec. 5.2) of open-HF particles, followed by quarkonia
(Sec. 5.3).
5.1 The HF p–A Puzzle

The heavy charm and bottom quarks (Q = c, b) play a
special role in the investigation of QCD dynamics. On
the one hand, their masses are much larger than the
typical QCD scale, MQ  ΛQCD ; on the other hand,
their lifetimes are long enough to form hadronic bound
states (although this does not hold for the top quark).
This renders them excellent probes of: (a) hadronic
structure in both open and hidden heavy-flavor (HF)
sectors (where the large mass facilitates approximation
schemes such as non-relativistic QCD or potential approaches); (b) particle production mechanisms in elementary collision systems (e.g., testing heavy-quark
(HQ) production and hadronization mechanisms); (c)
nuclear effects in p–A collisions (e.g., shadowing or absorption effects); (d) transport properties and hadronization of the deconfined medium in heavy-ion collisions [111].
Several puzzling observations in the HF sector have
been made in pp, p–A, and A–A collisions by experiments at RHIC and the LHC in recent years that call
for investigations of seemingly related (or maybe unrelated) mechanisms. In pp collisions, a surprisingly
large production yield of charm baryons has been reported [112], with a rather significant dependence on
rapidity [113]. A further enhancement of the Λc /D0 ratio has been measured in A–A collisions at RHIC [114],
while it is less pronounced at the LHC [115]. For quarkonium production, an interesting dependence on multiplicity has been measured in pp collisions [116]; on
the other hand, the enhancement in A–A collisions was
expected by predictions of transport [117] and statistical hadronization [118] models, as a consequence of
(re)combination of abundant anti-/charm quarks in the

The D-meson v2 and RAA in 5 TeV p–Pb collisions have
been investigated in Langevin simulations for “Brownian motion” of charm quarks and their hadronization
assuming the presence of a hydrodynamically expanding medium [127, 128], with typical initial temperatures
of near 400 MeV. While the predicted v2 (pT ) can reach
values close to those observed in experiment (about
0.1) [122] for a sufficiently strong c-quark-medium coupling, the calculated RAA exhibits a low-pT peak structure (as a consequence of the collective motion) and
high-pT suppression that does not agree with the essentially flat dependence of the data (which in turn is consistent with CNM effects only) [125]. One issue could be
the validity of the Langevin approximation, if only one
or two rescatterings occur in a p–A fireball. Even more
extreme, it has been pointed out that in the limit of no
rescattering, an escape effect along the short axis of the
elliptic fireball can generate a positive v2 , although the
quantitative effect is small for heavy quarks [129]. Nevertheless, revisiting HF transport in small systems using a kinetic (rather than hydrodynamic) bulk medium
seems to be warranted. It is also of interest to aim for
an improved measurement of the D-meson v2 at low pT ,
in both p–A and A–A collisions, which, in particular,
can probe the presence of a negative dip as a tell-tale
signature of a strong collective flow of heavy particles.
A recent calculation of the azimuthal asymmetry in
heavy-quarkonium production in p–Pb collisions from
initial-state effects [130] – specifically, the scattering
of projectile partons off domains of differently oriented saturated gluon fields in the target nucleus –
has found an elliptic flow consistent with ALICE J/ψ
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data. The v2 (pT ) is predicted to be essentially identical for J/ψ and Υ . On the other hand, the ATLAS
collaboration [131] has recently measured the v2 of
semileptonic decay dimuons in 13 TeV pp collisions, separated into charm and bottom contributions and for
4 < pT < 6 GeV/c, finding a positive signal for charm
but values consistent with zero for bottom.
We also recall that in semi-central Pb-Pb collisions,
the J/ψ acquires a rather large v2 of about 0.1 [132],
whereas first data for Υ (1S) v2 are compatible with
zero [133, 134]. These results are consistent with quarkonium transport models which predict a large J/ψ regeneration component at low and intermediate pT [117],
while Υ (1S) suppression – with a much smaller regeneration component – happens much earlier in the fireball evolution where the momentum anisotropy of the
fireball is still small [135, 136, 137]. For pT & 6 GeV/c,
however, the J/ψ v2 data tend to be underestimated by
the transport models, possibly due to space-momentum
correlations of fast moving anti-/charm quarks [138]
which have not been included in pertinent calculations
yet.
5.2 HF Hadrochemistry
The (soft) color neutralization of (hard-produced)
heavy quarks provides an excellent window on hadronization mechanisms via the chemical composition of
the produced HF hadrons. For non-strange D-mesons
(D and D∗ ), the hadrochemistry does not show significant variations from pp to p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions,
and essentially follows that of a statistical hadronization with relative weights given by thermal factors at
a “hadronization temperature” of TH ' 160 MeV. The
Ds /D ratio is also compatible with this pattern, once
a strangeness suppression factor of γs ' 0.6, as independently inferred from strange-particle production, is
accounted for in pp collisions [139]. In semi-/central A–
A collisions γs is close to 1 (which is believed to be a
consequence of strangeness equilibration in the QCD
fireball), and the expected increase of the Ds /D ratio in A–A collisions [140, 141, 142] is indeed compatible with experimental observations [143]. The threequark nature of baryons renders their spectrum of possible quantum numbers substantially richer, which in the
hadron spectroscopy context gave rise to the problem
of missing states in the measured spectra. Even rather
recently, it has been argued [144] that QCD thermodynamics as computed in lattice QCD (lQCD) requires
more strange-baryon states than currently listed by the
particle data group (PDG) [145].
The knowledge of excited baryon states is much
scarcer in the charm (and bottom) sector. Recent mea-

surements by ALICE in 5 and 7 TeV pp collisions at
midrapidity have found a much larger Λc /D0 ratio of
∼0.54±0.16 than previously measured, e.g., in e+ e−
annihilation (∼0.1). It is also significantly larger than
expectations from string-based event generators [106],
as well as statistical hadronization (∼0.22) [140] when
utilizing the known charm-baryon states as listed by
the PDG. In Ref. [139] it was shown that upon including a largely augmented charm-baryon spectrum as
predicted by relativistic quark models (also consistent
with lQCD [146]), the ALICE measurement could be
accounted for. Improvements in the string fragmentation scenario, by accounting for color correlations beyond the leading-color approximation to create several MPI sub-systems, can also facilitate the formation of charm baryons in pp collisions [105], yielding
a Λc /D0 ratio close to that measured at midrapidity. A potential caveat in both descriptions is that the
LHCb measurement at forward rapidity finds a significantly smaller result, of about 0.25±0.05 in pp [113]
and 0.35±0.05 [147] in p–Pb collisions. These results
could point at a multiplicity dependence of this ratio,
saturating at the value given by the statistical hadronization model. A more microscopic understanding of
how the multiplicity affects this ratio is clearly in order. Of high interest are measurements of additional
charm baryons, which would also be very helpful to
quantify the feed-down contributions to ground states.
For example, recent data for Ξc0 production in 7 TeV
pp collisions suggest a large enhancement relative to
predictions of baseline event generators [148].
Let us finally comment on the current situation
for charm-baryon production in A–A collisions. Recent STAR data [114] suggest a further increase of
the Λc /D0 ratio in central 0.2 TeV Au–Au collisions
to ∼1.05±0.25, compared to ∼0.5±0.1 in peripheral
collisions. On the other hand, in Pb–Pb collisions at
the LHC, the centrality dependence is much less pronounced, with a rather small increase (if any) from pp
to central Pb–Pb collisions [115]. It remains to be seen
whether there is a tension between these data, as theoretical predictions generally do not expect large differences between RHIC and the LHC [138, 149, 150].
The main uncertainty in these measurements is their
reach to low momenta, which is currently limited to
pT & 2 GeV/c. An accurate inclusive yield measurement will be pivotal for addressing medium modifications of this ratio, e.g., to scrutinize the relation between the production mechanisms in pp and p–Pb collisions and to better understand the redistribution of
the charm-hadron yields in pT at hadronization; after all, the charm-quark spectra at the hadronization
transition share the same modification due to their
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prior diffusion through the collectively expanding fireball medium. For example, space-momentum correlations between fast-moving heavy quarks and thermal
partons in the outer parts of the expanding fireball have
recently been found to have a significant impact on both
RAA and v2 observables of charm hadrons [138].

5.3 Quarkonia
The discovery of quarkonia in the 1970’s established
the basic QCD force in vacuum, with a perturbative color-Coulomb part at small distances and a linear “confining” potential taking over for distances of
r & 0.2 fm. The linear potential dominates the binding
for all charmonia and bottomonia, except the Υ (1S)
ground state. Consequently, their production systematics in A–A collisions plays a key role in deducing the
screening of the confining force in the medium and,
more generally, its role in the properties of the QGP
and its de/confinement transition. However, the originally envisaged suppression signature has significantly
evolved over the last ∼15 years, and it became clear
that (re)generation processes in the hot QCD medium
play a decisive role. The observed enhancement of J/ψ
production in Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC, relative to
the large suppression in Au–Au collisions at RHIC, was
by and large predicted by both transport models and
the statistical hadronization model and corroborated
by its concentration at low pT , as well as a large elliptic
flow [117]. Significant uncertainties in the regeneration
component remain due to current uncertainties in the
total charm production cross section in Pb–Pb collisions. To resolve those, low-pT measurements of both
D-meson and Λc production are essential, as also mentioned in the previous subsection. The key quarkonium
transport parameter is the inelastic reaction rate, ΓQ ,
which is responsible for both their suppression and regeneration. In a recent work [151], it has been shown
that bottomonia are a more promising observable than
charmonia to infer the in-medium QCD force from their
suppression pattern, due to a smaller “contamination”
from regeneration. A statistical analysis of all available Υ RAA data from A–A collisions at RHIC and
the LHC deduced a “strong” in-medium potential, with
remnants of the confining force surviving well above Tc .
Interestingly, the same potential yields a heavy-quark
diffusion coefficient which is in the right range to account for open-HF phenomenology [152]. Indeed, the
quantitative coupling of open- and hidden-HF transport remains a challenging problem [153, 154]. However,
it has been argued that the Υ (2S)/Υ (1S) ratio for central Pb–Pb collisions may also be compatible with the

statistical hadronization model [118]. Detailed measurements of weakly bound states, like ψ(2S), Υ (3S), and
even X(3872) [155, 156], including their pT dependence
and v2 , are promising observables to better disentangle
the production mechanism.
A full understanding of the production mechanism
of quarkonia in pp and p–Pb collisions remains elusive thus far. This includes the multiplicity dependence
of J/ψ production, which increases substantially with
Nch , possibly stronger than linear (see the ALICE preliminary results in Ref. [116] and references therein).
The suppression of J/ψ in p–Pb is largely described in
shadowing/saturation models, but the larger suppression of ψ(2S) [126], which is more prominent for highermultiplicity events [157], remains not well understood
to date, as is the case also for the observed v2 of J/ψ
in high-multiplicity events [124].
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